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As a landscape architect, smart controllers are an asset to many outdoor spaces.

Depending on the smart controller that is installed, it can have a range of features.

These include the ability to adjust for the type of plant that you are watering, the

slope, and the soil type. Specific controllers can also adjust depending on the

weather, to reduce the risk of overwatering. This is possible through the installation

of sensors and by utilising local weather station data.

These smart controllers have internet connectivity so that they can be managed by

your client or by a third party from anywhere in the world to easily tailor the

watering schedule. Plus, some existing controllers can be upgraded to operate

remotely through a component upgrade, without having to replace the entire

control unit.

SMART CONTROLLERS

WE  RECOMMEND IDEAL  FOR

HUNTER  HYDRAWISE :  HCC
EXPANDABLE  OUTDOOR
CONTROLLER  (8-38 ZONE)

 

RESIDENTIAL  ESTATES

MUNICIPAL  GARDENS

COUNCIL  PARKS  & GARDENS



Flow sensors are an excellent component to include in an irrigation system. Flow

sensors measure the flow rate through the irrigation system and sends that

information to an irrigation controller. This assists with detecting issues and saves

water over time. For example, if water is flowing at an abnormally high rate, a flow

sensor works with an irrigation controller to take a corrective action. This could

include stopping the water flow or sending an alert message to the homeowner,

company, or third-party monitoring service.

Flow sensors operate similarly to a water meter, by letting owners know exactly how

much water is flowing through the system. Flow sensors are installed at the very

beginning of an irrigation system. With this data, informed decisions can be made on

how much water is being used and how much could be saved.

FLOW SENSORS

WE  RECOMMEND IDEAL  FOR

HUNTER  HYDRAWISE :  
FLOW  METER  WITH
THREADED  UNIONS

OPEN  SPACE  & PLAY  FIELDS

PRIVATE  DEVELOPMENTS

COUNCIL  PARKS  & GARDENS



Regulating the water pressure within an irrigation system is one of the most

powerful ways to save water. Saving water should be as simple as possible, so

pressure regulating technologies are more valuable than ever. 

Pressure regulators at the valve reduce pressure at a set rate and are typically used

within drip irrigation. These specialised control valves reduce the input pressure of a

fluid to the desired value at its output.

Pressure regulators at the sprinkler reduce pressure at a set rate to eliminate misting

and fogging and provide an exact flow of each spray. This lowers water bills,

equalises lateral lines, and allows for a hands-off approach to irrigating any area.

PRESSURE REGULATORS

WE  RECOMMEND

RAIN  BIRD :  PRSDIAL  VALVE
PRESSURE  REGULATOR  WITH

INDICATOR

RAIN  BIRD :  POP-UP
SPRINKLER  BODY  (1800

SERIES) SAM  PRS



Drip irrigation is an excellent inclusion to consider as a landscape architect ads it

provides a discreet way to distribute water as opposed to a sprinkler system. Drip

systems allow water to reach the roots of plants slowly without eliminating or

moving any soil or fertiliser. Water is delivered through a network of tubes, valves,

pipes, and emitters which minimises evaporation.

An inline drip system ideal for a range of landscape applications, including median

strip garden beds, multi-level garden beds and high-density planting areas. These

systems can use reclaimed or recycled water depending on the irrigation set-up.

Further benefits of an inline drip system include reduced weed growth by only

watering required areas, avoids run off due to slow emission, eliminates overspray

issues entirely, reduces water consumption and reduces vandalism which is

especially relevant for commercial projects. Plus, our recommended product

includes a copper-oxide exterior to prevent root intrusion and deterioration.

INLINE DRIP

WE  RECOMMEND

NETAFIM :  PC  TECHLINE  XR  AS
DRIP  LINE  (13MM  |  .3M
SPACING  |  1 .6LPH)

 

IDEAL  FOR

COUNCIL  PARKS  & GARDENS

RESIDENTIAL  ESTATES

MUNICIPAL  GARDENS



Introducing a solar-powered element to an irrigation system offers a range of

benefits for both commercial and domestic landscaping plans. Once installed, there

is a return on investment and virtually no maintenance as solar panels can last for

over 30 years, providing a reliable option for your landscaping client.

For those who are particularly environmentally conscious, as they can be installed

almost anywhere, creates renewable, clean power that is available any day of the

year with even cloudy days producing some power. Plus, this power is stored in

batteries to use any time.

For example, solar power can be used to power smart controllers 24/7 for years to

come. The installation process is simple and eliminates the need for a battery

replacement in the future. Solar panels are an excellent option for commercial and

domestic customers and should be considered as part of the irrigation installation.

SOLAR SET UP
WITH BATTERY STORAGE

WE  RECOMMEND

XC  HYBRID  CONTROLLER
WITH  SOLAR

IDEAL  FOR

COUNCIL  PARKS  & GARDENS

RESIDENTIAL  ESTATES

OPEN  SPACE  & PLAY  FIELDS
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